Conversation Starters & Follow Ups:

1. What's the most exciting thing that's happened to you recently?
   a. Can you share more details about that experience?
   b. How did it make you feel?
   c. Where there any unexpected twists or challenges?

2. Do you have any upcoming travel plans or dream destinations?
   a. What's the most memorable place you've visited so far?
   b. What do you enjoy most about traveling?
   c. Are there any specific activities or sights you look forward to when traveling?

3. What's your favorite book or the last book you read?
   a. What do you like about that book?
   b. Do you have any other favorite authors or genres?
   c. Can you recommend a book you think I should read?

4. If you could have any superpower, what would it be and why?
   a. How do you imagine you would use that superpower in your daily life?
   b. Are there any specific situations where you think it would come in handy?
   c. Do you think having superpowers would change your perspective on the world?

5. What's the best piece of advice you've ever received?
   a. Who gave you that advice, and how did it impact your life?
   b. Is there a specific situation when you applied that advice?
   c. Do you have any advice of your own to share?

6. What's a hobby or passion of yours that you love to talk about?
   a. How did you get started with that hobby or passion?
   b. What do you find most fulfilling about it?
   c. Have you had any interesting experiences related to your hobby?

7. If you could meet any historical figure, who would it be and why?
   a. What would you want to ask or discuss with them?
   b. Do you have a particular period in history that fascinates you?
   c. How do you think meeting that historical figure would impact you?

8. What's the most memorable concert or live performance you've been to?
   a. Who was the performer, and what made it memorable?
   b. Have you been to other concerts or events you enjoyed?
   c. Do you have a favorite type of music or musician?

9. Do you have any favorite movies or TV shows you're currently enjoying?
   a. What do you like about those movies or shows?
   b. Are there any characters you relate to or admire?
   c. Do you have a favorite genre of film or TV?

10. What's your go-to comfort food or favorite restaurant?
    a. What's your favorite dish at that restaurant?
    b. Are there any special memories associated with that comfort food?
    c. Have you tried cooking it at home?
These conversation starters can be adapted to various situations and can help you get to know someone better or spark interesting discussions with friends, family, or new acquaintances. Remember to listen actively and respond thoughtfully to keep the conversation flowing smoothly.